new country we are placed at no slight disadvantage. Every new generation simply lives over again the accumulated experience of preceding generations, adding but little from their own brief experience. For the reason our lack of old traditions, the absence of any agent creating reaching out at us from the past, is rather a handicap than an advantage. This point was well illustrated by a quotation from Kipling which concluded Professor Collins' remarks. Since this was an election in the function of the University to make up for it by culturing the imagination and the abstract enthusiasm of the student within its halls. Whereas it is the duty of the mother to guard, of the father to support, and of the High School to educate, the function of the University to break him into life. She must expose him to every form of spiritual peril, shock him out of his mediocrity and in general trouble his soul into action.

The greatest tragedy to be observed in a University is not the case of the man who aims high and fails. "Better far than to go on low success." Those who are to be pitied are the faithful "heavers of wood and drawers of water," whose grades are all that could be expected, with the additional feature that the most grateful gifts that a college has to offer—effort, enthusiasm, and breadth of view. In spite of their faithful drudgery they are not accepted by their fellow students as representatives of college men and women. The representative college man must be deeply interested in all departments of the University. He must have the power of becoming friended with enthusiasm about abstract ideas. He must care more for the aura of the place which he is engaged than for the job which it gives him. Above all, he must be a man of imagination.

In the development of all these qualities many dangers must be faced. His mother's prayer for her son's safety gives place to the prayer of his alma mater; the feeling of week adventure, even in the face of spiritual peril. He must stand mediocrity and be sure that there is no safety in stagnation as in spiritual ferment. Christ had no sympathy with mediocre demands. He was in the rich young man who desired to be saved: he said: "Go, sell all thou hast and give to the poor." His greatest comfort was reserved not for those who were considered the greatest sinners, but for the commonplace, self-satisfied. With that quality, whose very good fortune seemed to have died out as a result of spiritual function. Wherever Christ found someone who proceeded at once to 'trouble him.'

The world of Professor Collins came as a very timely warning to many men. There is very great danger that the monotony of set tasks will breed in us an unconscious indifference to the burden of whose weight the world casts upon us. Let the student keep in mind the burden of our address was a challenge to us as students to face spiritual peril, to allow our minds to be troubled, and even to seek trouble for the sake of our own spiritual progress.

Professor Collins began his address by reminding us of the fact that as students in a young and in a

VARSITY MEETS OREGON SATURDAY

VARSITY PLAYS FIRST AND LAST CONFERENCE GAME OF SEASON ON LOCAL FIELD SATURDAY

Comparative Results of Games Indicate a Spectacular Gridiron Exhibition

So far Idaho has played two football games and has lost her first conference game of the season to play. Gonzaga University represented by the strongest teams for years, was matched in strength. The victory was the marvelous feat of holding the sensational

"COACH" GIFFRITH
"Idaho will fight Saturday".

Montana eleven to 0 to 0 score. It is difficult to make any prophecy about Saturday's game but the situation is as follows:

University of Oregon, 7; W. S. C., 0.
Montana, 16; W. S. C., 9.
Idaho, 0; Montana, 6.
University of Idaho, 7.
Idaho played Montana with two of her star players out of the game on account of injuries. Saturday the ball will be complete. All of our best men will respond to the referee's whistle, so the least exhibition of the year that as it will be staged. This is the first football game to be played in Moscow this year. Every student promises to be there and every loyal supporter of the University will come out and help win the game and incidentally train the vocal chords to respond to the most harmonious manner on November 7th. Remember the date, Saturday, October 24th. As the occasion when the "Oregon Hoosiers" will be trifled with.

"BICK" PHILLIPS
Captain of Varsity squad and a volume of strength in the line.

Idaho played wonderful football in the first quarter. One of Captain Phillips' long boots spiraled over Roberson's head about five minutes after the initial whistle and a short Montana kick gave the ball to Griffith's machine on the visitors' 20-yard line. Dewald and Purdy made good gains on end runs but Montana put up a one-wall defense inside her own 5-yard line and the Silver and Gold aggregation that the pigskin on downs. The two teams walloped around in the middle of the field during the second quarter, with neither side making much yardage. Montana was dangerous in the third quarter and she pushed the oval down to Idaho's 20-yard line in the final session but Coach "Pink" shot his auburn into the breach and Betty packed the ball out of the danger zone with the longest run of the day, a 20-yard sprint around the left end. The two defenses were spinning on Montana's 5-yard line when the head Hoosier stopped the battle.

The line-up:
Idaho: Dewald, L.E.R.; Clarke, Phillips; L.T.R.; Kipp... Hays... C.; Straight; Johnstone... R.G.L.; Keene; Bright; Dingle... R.E.L.; Sheridan, Purdy... Q.; Robertson.

CALENDAR
Oct. 25, Fri.—Students' Recital, afternoon.
Oct. 29, Sat.—County Fair, evening.
Gymnasium.
Nov. 25, Sat.—Football, Oregon.
Nov. 2, Mon.—Home Economics Assn., Ad. Building.
Nov. 1, Wed.—De Smet Club.
Nov. 3, Fri.—Faculty Recital, evening.
Nov. 7, Sat.—Football, W. S. C., at Pullman.
Nov. 7, Sat.—Athletic Ball, Gym.

Y. M. C. A.
The Bible study classes organized by the Y. M. C. A. are proving very successful. The classes meet in the various churches at the regular hour for Sunday school, 5:45 Sunday morning. All college men are urged to enter one of these classes. The special subject for next Sunday's discussion is "An Expense Account." For any other information regarding the study, see Mr. Willard McDowell or the General Secretary.

ATTENTION MEN
Mr. Guy Needham, the Student Secretary for Oregon and Idaho, will arrive in Moscow Sunday, October 25, and will remain several days to assist in the work. He will speak Sunday night in the Methodist church. All students are invited.
FOOTBALL!

On the University Athletic Field, Moscow, Idaho
SUNDAY October 24
GAME CALLED AT 2:30 P. M.

Oregon vs. Idaho

Everybody Welcome! See the First Big Conference Game of the season.
We Play a Mighty Good
Clothing Game

Our aim being your entire satisfaction with every item in MEN'S WEAR and MATE-TO-MEASURE CLOTHES.

New Arrivals
- this week are WINTER UN-CLOVES, BOSTONIANS SHOES, ENGLISH STYLE RUBBERS, BALMACAAN COATS, MACKINAWS, SWEATERS.

THE TROGGY

There's a Difference

In Candy. Some candy is made for the wholesale trade and prepared in such a manner that it may be purchased in large quantities by dealers and sold indefinitely. We make candy fresh every day for our trade. Made in Moscow—Sold in Moscow.

If it's made from sugar we make it

Childers Brothers

Hot and Cold Drinks, ice Cream and Quick Luncbes

4 Chairs ——— 4 Barbers

Moscow Hotel Barber Shop
Best Equipped Shop in Moscow

Your patronage appreciated
C. L. JAIN, Prop.

CITY BAKERY

Why not add a little variety to your good Home Meals by sending for a Loaf of—

"ROYAL" BREAD

402 — We deliver

For first-class shoe repairing go to the,

MOSCOV SHOE REPAIRING CO.

E. Third Street
UNIFORMS

CREIGHTON'S

will supply you with all of I. Uniforms and Equipments.
Have your measure taken at once.

CREIGHTON'S

A SUGGESTION

The same lard Saturday was un-
questionably one of the best "ames'
attended by the students that have
ever been played on our field.
If anything, the game was better
than any we have ever played at
mash in future games on the new
tield we will be proud of the

The line up was defended.
Ireland and all the others were
outside no matter what the score
was and this decision was the
right one. Every player played plain
and had his eye on the man next
to him and this was the way the
game was won.

The football team needs attention.
During this time of the year we
are always easier on us at this
stage of the season. The Say Tower
tand the few games played with
other schools gives us a chance to
get in shape. We hope we will
do our best in the games to come.

INTEREST IN DEBATE

Last Saturday the paper was
sold for the selection of men to represen
t the school at the College Debates
in Idaho Falls. The selection was
made in the usual way by the
principal, Mr. Bagley. Several
names were submitted and the
principal selected the following

Student Body Debating Society

Will E. Wallace

Jeweler and Optician

Solicits your patronage.

Agent for Conklin's Self Filling Fountain Pen.

"At the Sign of the Big Clock"

MOSCOW, IDAHO

The Place to Meet Your Friends

Palace of Sweets

Lunches and Hot and Cold
DRINKS

Full line of fresh Candies
DEBATE TEAMS ARE CHOSEN

IDAHO MEETS W. S. C. AND O. A. C. IN TRIANGULAR DEBATE IN DECEMBER

Aspirants for the Team to Compete Keno and Interesting

The try-out for places on the debating team which will clash with O. A. C. and W. S. C. was held Saturday in the court room. The ability shown in the contest would be a credit to a much bigger university than ours. It is safe to say that we would have to search our records pretty thoroughly to find a forensic content which has displayed more enthusiasm, sound logic and frankness of expression than the one of Saturday last.

Four Men Were Chosen

Each team will be composed of two men. The four men chosen were Charles Chandler, Alvin Beekman, Lawrence E. Huff, and Julian Northby. The judges being Professor Ayer, Lewis, and Gill.

First and foremost of the forensic champions in Charles Chandler. Mr. Chandler is a Sophomore who took part in last year's tryouts but has so improved since then that he will be a leader in his class.

Lawrence Huff stood head and shoulders above all of his competitors in his replies. He is a perfect example of a young man who understands his subject and is ready to give it when asked. He is a logical, articulate, and accurate speaker.

Alvin E. Beekman scored third. Mr. Beekman's speech was a surprise to all those who heard him. He is known to us as an excellent student, now we also know him as a debater in the debating circle. Mr. Beekman possesses the power to reason soundly and systematically. He looks the judges square in the face and they see no fear.

Julian Northby who represented Idaho in one of last year's debates, has again raised his standing in the forensic field of his Alma Mater. Mr. Northby showed a very marked improvement over his last year's work. He has magnified his better qualities as a debater and laid aside most of the less desirable qualities.

Mr. Beekman and Leonard Cox showed themselves to be strong men and fell short of place for advancing decisions. Mr. Beekman's expressive manner and oratorical voice set him off as a second W. J. Bryan in the making. Mr. Cox is a pleasant and convincing speaker.

The question which is to be debated is: "Resolved. This within the community a system should be adopted wherein there should be a ministry responsible to a municipal legislature and wherein the government should be similar in general features to the governments of other Anglican countries; i.e., civil magistracy and religious matters waved." Sometime in December our negative team will debate this question with W. S. C. and O. A. C. at Pullman, on the same night Pullman's negative team will debate with O. A. C. in a forensic team at Corvallis, and on the same night O. A. C.'s negative team will debate our affirmative team at Moscow. In the meantime our teams will thoroughly arm themselves with invincible arguments with which to lay low their aspiring opponents.

We wish with our teams to feel that we are back of them and that defeat is inevitable.

TWO UNIVERSITY GRADUATES ARE MARRIED

On Friday, October 16th, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Hibbs, in San Diego, Cal., occurred the marriage of Ladora Gerber and Margaret Landor. Mrs. Landor is the daughter of Mr. Wm. C. Landor of this place. In 1906 she received the degree of B.S. from the U. of I. and in 1907 of B.A. She was prominent in musical circles and was recipient of the Kaufman scholarship. Mr. Gerber is also a graduate of the University as well as a Rhodes scholar having received his Oxford degree last summer. He is also a member of the Theta Phi Epsilon.

COMPLIMENTS MAJOR CHRISTIAN

Former Moscow Man at Fort Niagara Ordered to Texas

So generally popular is Major Christian of the United States army with Moscow people that any account of his present activities and success will be read with interest by a great many persons. Major Christian has been ordered from Fort Niagara to Texas. The following editorial from the Trenton Times speaks highly of his ability and industry.

"Generally every innovation in the National Guard of New Jersey means an additional expense to the state, a heavier burden on the taxpayers, and the results are not commensurate. One added feature, however, has proved its worth, that being the installation of regular army officers as special instructors of the troops. The role of this man in the service was shown at the recent encampment at Sea Girt. With military and slang maneuvers on the program, the soldiers were given a taste of real army life. Strict discipline was enforced while the troops were in camp and sanitary conditions were given much attention. All this was mainly due to the presence of Major Edward R. Christian, the regular army officer, who arranged the maneuvers and had governmental supervision over the soldiers. His skill in the advancement of his charge resulted in a new spirit being instilled into the troops. While here Major Christian was maintained only on half salary by the government, so that expense being thrust on the state by his presence. The Major has been ordered back to his own regiment in Texas, but his successor, Lieutenant Colonel Henry D. Stryer, will doubtless continue the good work already started."

GALE SEAMAN COMING

Mr. Gale Seaman, the Student Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. for the Pacific Coast, will be in Moscow, October 24-28 to assist the University organization.
The Men's Glee Club was organized last week and under the direction of Prof. E. H. Moore will become one of the leading musical organizations of the University.

At the business meeting of the club Lawrence Jones was elected manager and R. Hubert Sullivan, secretary. The management is at present making arrangements for a tour, which will likely include St. Mary's, DePaul University, and other schools of the northern part of the state and may include some travel in the Southern country.

Most of the other colleges of the Northern branch out plans with the idea that students should be able to spend the week ends in the city. There is no better advertisement for the University than a good glee club and it should be eagerly looked forward to. It is likely that this fall many more students will visit the University.

Henry R. Moore and the members of the club will work hard and faithfully and render the greatest service to the student body. If they have time, they will spend it for the club.


SENIOR "RETT"

The class of 1926 gave the college their first opportunity for a round good time with the "Senior Reet," Saturday night. All were in good spirits after the game with Illinois and the large attendance at the first game of the season showed the "Old Main Pep." Both were invited to the merry midnight, and all enjoyed the "Fell Asleep" process.

Seniors set a good example by stopping their freshman promptly at 11:00. The band played such favorites as "Marching" and "Boys, Make the Naptime." The classes Balfour and Eagan circulated at the junior bow.

OXFORD NOT AFFECTED BY EURøPEAN STRUGGLE

OXFORD, Ohio—The University will open today, and Fred J. Wilcox, according to the Rhodes board, has asked Rhodes students to report for study. A great many college Rhodes scholars have returned from abroad and are ready to start.

The enrollment of undergraduates will total more than 900, those absent on military service will, however, less students standing the time train in their country training for business. Have been selected to attend the school. The last of the students to attend the school was at the University of Rhodes, and the students of that school have been invited to attend the school.

There was a rumor that a former German Rhodes scholar of Germany applied.

College was held in Oxford as a prisoner within sight of his old college rooms. The investigation of this individual was found to be in a German secon-}
THE UNIVERSITY ARGONAUT.

Brief Local News

Prof. Gall was dinner guest at the
Kappa Sigma house Wednesday evening.

O. N. Wiley holds the biggest test
for this year with the record of 710 pounds.

Kappa Sigma spent Sunday afternoon
as guests of Omesa Fl and Delta
Gama.

Mr. Parmelec, Idaho's new violin in-
structor, was a Kappa Sigma dinner guest last Thursday.

Coach Mathews and Messrs. Holson
and McCuwen of the Coeur d'Alene
football team were entertained at
noon by Kappa Sigma Saturday.

Captain Overley and Student Athletic
Manager Powell of the Montana foot-
ball squad were guests at the Kappa
Sigma house for dinner Saturday even-
ting.

Herbert Samms accompanied the
town orchestra to Garfield Saturday
where they gave an afternoon concert
and played for the Merchants' Ball
that evening.

"Social Survey in Rural Education"
is the title of an interesting article ap-
pearning in the Educational Review for
October. Prof. Lewis of the Economics
Department is the author.

Owing to the fact that the more im-
portant portion of the Kendrick popula-
tion spent the week-end in Moscow,
Frank Reed found it unnecessary to
make his usual weekly visit to that
town.

Nathan Barnard spent Sunday morn-
ing at his country home. He is buying
some live stock for exhibition at the
Lewiston Stock Show next month and
the work requires his personal superv-
sion.

Ernest Lous, a graduate in electric-
ul engineering, '14, has been engaged
as inspector on some concrete work at
Dewey, Idaho. After its comple-
tion he expects to do some electrical
contracting at Pocatello.

Messrs. Watts, Cortwright, and Arm-
strong of W. J. C. spent the week-end
as guests of Kappa Sigma. They took
in the football game and were forced
to admit that Idaho had all the ex-
citement of a worthy antagonist for the
Pullman farmers.

Mr. E. J. Iddings spent Saturday at
Lewiston in session with the executive
board of the Northwest Live Stock
Show. A new classification was cre-
ed in which there will be grand cham-
ionships for fat steers, wethers, and
barrows, and colleges will be eligible
to compete.

H. W. Lamon, a graduate in mech-
eanical engineering, '14, has been visit-
ing Moscow for the past few days. He
had engaged to enter the employ of the
General Electric company at
Schenectady, N. Y., but business con-
ditions incident to the Europeans war
caused the company to postpone the
admission of new men until a later
date.

Guy Calquhorn and Nathan Barnard
went to Colfax Friday to see the
Coeur d'Alene football team beat the
Substantial and Delicacies—
Go hand in hand here.

**SUBSTANCES**

BREAD

BUNS

ROLLS

PIES

**DELICACIES**

COOKIES

JELLY ROLLS

ANGEL FOOD

Bread is the staff of life.

Variety is the spice of life.

**Empire Bakery**

CARL L. SCHROETER, Prop.

Main 250

THIRD STREET

For a "Sweetheart" or a Sweet Tooth

Of course, you will get a box of these delicious candies for your
"sweetheart" or wife just as often as you think of it.

Imperial and Lowney's Candies

will also make an appeal to your personal taste. YeG probably have
a sweet tooth that nothing but pure candy will satisfy. Our candies are

- Good for you
- Good for the children
- Good for everybody

In boxes and in bulk.

**ECONOMICAL PHARMACY**

Where Quality Counts

BOLLS & LINDQUIST - Props.
ALUMNUS HAS GREAT EXPERIENCE

MARTIN McLEARY WAS ONE OF A PARTY TRAVELING FROM SALISBURY TO LEWISTON

The Trenthamva Ripley of the Salmon and Snake Rivers Were Here in Snows

One of the most unusual and thrilling adventures that experienced by Martin McLeary, a party of 14 headed from Salmon City after a most exciting trip down the Salmon river to Lewiston. The party consisted of Martin McLeary, Carl Clark, Dr. W. E. Hard, W. B. Harmen, George Bruns and Bay Brown. Canal Grackle, who is known as the discoverer of the salmon river, was in charge of the party, and George Smith was his assistant. The party was twenty miles on the banks of the river. The river flows through a narrow. The walls are of rock. The scenery is most beautiful. It is a grand view.

The trip was simply grand," said Mr. McLeary. "It is very dangerous because of the number of treacherous rapids but we made through without and did not go very rapids. We had a lot of luck and were on the face of the river. The river flows through a narrow. The walls are of rock. The scenery is most beautiful. It is a grand view.

The salmon river is a very beautiful river, and we made through without a hitch. We had a lot of luck and were on the face of the river. The river flows through a narrow. The walls are of rock. The scenery is most beautiful. It is a grand view.

IN THE GYMNASIUM

The bandits, bandits are making regular appearances, and are making great improvements. Regular classes in physical culture are given and the men, particularly the short feature boys, are responding in large numbers.

Last year some of these men who would make contributions of over 500 pounds. It is a good point where they are getting into the muscle. The bandit play which is impossible in any other way is very effective. Particular attention is paid to the development of certain parts of the body but in the body as a whole. A man who develops himself in this manner develops a well-developed set of muscles but by the normal development of all muscles in the body.

The machine which is used in the Physical Director's office to measure the power of the fat in the body is the most accurate means of testing the muscles which have been affected from lack of exercise in the body. They are not developed properly and the only way of developing them is to exercise them which can be done in the Physical Culture classes.

Student: "If you have a weak muscle, why can't I try" Mr. McLeary's advice should be followed by all the parts of it will respect harmoniously.

Basketball has been started and according to the yearbook the party for to make several teams. A petition may be closely followed for means to buy this basketball at those we have seem to be entirely too small.

People who live in glass houses shouldn't live within a store's show of each other—New York Times

CANT YOU ANSWER THEM?

The following questions were submitted by Professor Lewis in a class of students in the Communications department who were asked to answer them orally. Try them yourself. In each case the number of correct answers given is indicated.

What are the qualifications of a man in Hawaii?

When will the next election be held in Hawaii?

Name the candidates for the United States Senate in the four districts.

Why has Congress found it necessary to pass a War Revenue bill? What was the evidence to the Congress that the Senate is our history, other than the press conference?

The following questions are printed at the present time in the Congressional Record:

"Is there a single member of the press who is not a member of the press?"

"Are the press credentials for "Will the candidate for President Wilson's term expire?"

"How long will it be before the Senate will be able to pass the tariff for 1911?"

"Is the president of France's opinion of the fundamental principles of the Progressives and Socialists identical?"

DORMITORY NOTES

Miss Frequent unveiled Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Whiting at dinner Monday evening.

The Anderson Hall girls have begun to plan their annual dinner in wake of the first annual dinner.

The girls have been appointed and the first plan is to make the party the best ever.

Davids' HATS

The New Styles in Soft Felt Hats for Fall are Now Shown

$2.50, $3.00 and $3.50

DAVID'S

ELEPHANT ELECTS

Local Honorary Society Pledge Young Men of足迹 Class in Membership

The following members of the class of 1918 were elected by the Alpha, the Tatler honorary society.

Current Albert E. Romantic, J. R. Williams, Robert B. C. and Stanley Brown were elected.

If you want something different in Rain Chaps—look them over. 50 patterns, 10 different styles.

O. H. Schwarz
The Tailor
We Clean, Press and Repair
Nativ Bank Bldg. 3rd St.

HODGINS

"If it isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak"